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Introduction
the world of digital broadcasting 
is not static - it demands flex-
ibility and adaptability to meet the 
demands of ever more rapid digital 
development, spectrum efficiency, 
new applications device features.  

WorlddaB is at the forefront of 
these changes with the introduction 
of additional standards to extend 
our core daB platform, including 
dmB, which enabled the world’s 
first commercial mobile tV services 
to launch in Korea and germany.  
WorlddaB’s standardisation of 
additional functions such as the 
electronic Programme guide (ePg) 
and enhanced Packet mode (ePm) 
demonstrate the Forum’s ability to 
respond to the changing nature of 
broadcasting and the convergence 
that is occurring in platforms, 
devices and content.

convergence of mobile and broad-
cast technologies is a commercial 
reality thanks to daB and dmB 
technology which at the very heart 
of successful digital broadcasting 

in a number of countries. WorlddaB 
and its members provide the vision 
to governments and broadcasters 
with our eureka 147 family of daB 
and dmB standards providing the 
means of implementing this exciting 
new medium today, integrating 
audio, data, multimedia and video 
services and applications.  

the consumer continues to demand 
flexibility, reliability and quality, whilst 
governments and broadcasters 
require a scalable technology to 
suit diverse regulation and spec-
trum.   manufacturers need the 
security of worldwide markets and 
reliable, common standards.  the 
eureka 147 family of standards and 
technology is able to offer all this 
today. 

the past year has proven crucial 
for daB and dmB technology.  not 
only did the world witness the first 
ever commercial mobile tV services 
launch in asia and europe via dmB 
technology, but also received 
confirmation from the chinese 

government that daB technology 
is the preferred standard in china.  
these developments were further 
highlighted by the increase in our 
membership, especially from the 
asia-Pacific region.  WorlddaB is 
now represented in and by more 
than 30 different countries around 
the world.  

With numerous events planned 
in the coming months, WorlddaB 
will continue to influence markets 
around the world in order to ensure 
the future of multimedia is a digital 
one using the most flexible and reli-
able standard.

Quentin Howard
President of the  

WorldDAB Forum

WorldDAB launches  
new website: log onto  

www.worlddab.org  
to experience the new  

World of daB. 
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Monday 5th June 2006 brought 
the official launch seminar for a UK 
technical trial of Mobile TV over 
DAB. The Seminar and Trial will be 
chaired by Unique Interactive’s MD,  
Matthew Honey

the trial will promote the two 
approaches to data broadcasting on 
the daB platform – terrestrial digital 
multimedia Broadcasting (t-dmB) and 
internet Protocol over daB (daB-iP). 

the trial will also be considering 
how mobile tV can co-exist with 
the already popular daB audio radio 
services here in the uK and will  

highlight daB data and multimedia 
capabilities such as dlS display 
text, electronic Programme guides, 
Broadcast Web sites and ‘red button’  
interactive services ahead of the 
expected release of Band iii spectrum 
later this year and l-Band spectrum  
in early 2007.

mobile tV via t-dmB has been  
a successful commercial proposi-
tion since the end of 2005 in South 
Korea. the trial aims to match lessons  
learnt in the Korean market with those 
learnt from daB-iP in the uK and show 
how these lessons can be applied to  
other markets where daB is already 
licensed or being considered.

using an l-Band test and develop-
ment licence supplied by ofcom, the 
trial will see a live broadcast of content 
over daB from two transmitter sites in 
london, one at Bt tower, the other 
at arqiva’s site in croydon. the trial 
will run for six months and will be 
conducted in two phases – the first 
testing and showcasing audio and 
visual capabilities, and the second 
covering the potential for data and 
interactive services. 

mobile tV content will be provided  
by BBc news 24, emaP, itV, cartoon 
network and teachers’ tV.

the uK and Korean partners  
participating in the trial are unique 
interactive, arqiva, gcap, BBc, Bt 
movio, iPark london, RadioScape, 
Factum and Virgin mobile, the 
Korean ministry for information and  
communication, lg electronics, 
Samsung, Pixtree and ontimetek.

matthew honey
unique interactive

Unique Interactive Chair Industry  
mobile tV over daB trial

in germany, mobile tV - “mobiles 
Fernsehen” - via dmB was first intro-
duced at the cebit computer fair  
in march 2006 and had its official 
market launch on may 31st, in the  
first five metropolitan areas such as 
Berlin and munich. in September  
several additional regions will be  
covered so that in 2008 75 percent 
of germany’s population will be able 
to receive mobile tV. the launch  
was based on a co-operation between 
mFd, a start-up-company who holds 
the public licence for the distribution  
of tV-programs, debitel, europe’s 
largest service provider for mobile tele-
communications and Samsung who 
provided the first mass market dmB 

device for the german market. 

the two main challenges the introduc-
tion of mobile tV in germany had to face 
were the regulatory framework and the 
competing technologies. But although 
the licensing process for mobile tV 
was in the hands of no less than 15 
independent state media authorities,  
it was finished within three months.  
this was due to a broad consensus 
about putting available daB-frequen-
cies to use for tV and the expectation 
that the tV handsets will increase the 
usage of digital radio as well. in market 
communications, mobile tV had to be 
set apart against disappointing user 
experiences with umtS-based video 

transmissions and against the already 
announced but far-to-come dVB-h-
launch. as mobile tV started in time 
for the FiFa World cup this event was 
a perfect opportunity to proof the 
high picture quality and unlimited user 
capacity of dmB-tV, both advantages 
compared to umtS.

after having started with just one 
handset, Samsung´s Sgh-P900, 
debitel will bring the lg-V900 to the 
shops in September. 

Johannes Ippach
Debitel

Germany Scores Gold! - Update on the 
german dmB commercial launch

Perstel DMR231 
(See page 10 for more details)
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Good news for mobile tV users!

up to now, the digital multimedia 
Broadcasting (dmB) standard was 
restricted to just four tV channels  
in germany. Soon, however, avid 
viewers could in theory be spoiled 
for choice with as many as 20 
different channels. at the iFa trade 
show, Samsung’s Sgh-P900d dual-
band handset clearly shows that  
the dmB standard still offers 
considerable upside potential. the  
demonstration on show in Berlin adds 
Rtl, SuperRtl, n-tv and the popular 
“Welt der Wunder” (Rtl ii) program  
to the four existing channels (ZdF, n-
24, mtV and the ProSieben comedy 
entertainment channel) – not to mention  
14 radio channels (eleven band iii 
and three l-band channels) plus  

two visual radio offering for the Berlin-
Brandenburg region. 

two months ago, commercial marketing 
of the first dmB service went off  
the blocks with four channels in 
germany. at this year’s iFa in Berlin, 
Samsung presented the Sgh-P900d 
dual-band mobile as the first handset 
in the new dual-band generation. up  
to now, eight radio programs are 
broadcast over what is known as the  
“l-band”. Within the same wave band, 
mobiles Fernsehen deutschland (mFd) 
uses four tV channels and also broad-
casts a “visual radio” program under 
the BigFm2see label. Visual radio 
is a format whose sound elements 
are enhanced by pictures broadcast 
every two seconds. at iFa in Berlin, 
t Systems has now reserved another 
block of the l band and is thus adding 
four extra tV channels (in particular 
Rtl in the context of this demon-
stration) to the four channels already  
on offer.

“theoretically, as many as 20 tV chan-
nels would be conceivable – provided 
that all wave bands are allocated and 

the tV channels are assigned accord-
ingly,” explains helmut egenbauer,  
spokesman for the media&Broadcast 
management team at t Systems.  
“as with digital radio, it is also conceiv 
 
able that reception of public tV broad-
casts too could be freely available. 
our aim is to enable end customers 
soon to benefit from this wide choice 
of programs over the dmB standard. 
What we are demonstrating at iFa, 
however, is that this is already possible 
today.”

Right now, the dmB standard allows 
mobile tV customers to receive 
four channels in six german cities 
(Berlin, cologne, munich, Stuttgart,  
Frankfurt and nuremberg). the plan 
is to make this service available in six 
more german cities and conurbations 
(hamburg, Saarbrücken, dortmund, 
Kaiserslautern, leipzig and hanover) 
in the near future. 

WorldDAB Forum 
(with reference to Samsung  

Press Release)

BT Movio goes to market
there has never been such an exciting 
time to be in the world of mobile enter-
tainment. We are witnessing the true 
convergence of the communications 
and media industries. the landscape 
is about to change again with the 
launch of the movio service from Bt 
Wholesale.  consumers in the uK are 
already enjoying the additional choice 
and increased quality that daB digital 
Radio offers.  now, for the first time, 
they will be able to enjoy daB digital 
Radio plus tV, interactive services and 
a seven day programme guide all on 
their mobile phones.  the movio service 
will be the first wholesale broadcast 
entertainment service in europe to 
provide such a combined digital tV 
and radio service.
  
the movio service will be retailed 
first by Virgin mobile. Pricing and  
availability will be announced shortly. 

other mobile operators will also be able 
to retail the service in the future.  Virgin 
mobile’s customers will get nationwide 
access to 4 tV channels and over 420 
digital radio stations.  
 
the results of the Bt movio trial 
showed that pilot users listened to 
radio for an average of 95 minutes a 
week, 50% more than they used the 
tV.  With so many daB digital Radio 
channels available this has real mass-
market appeal. the trial also revealed 
that consumers are looking for the 

familiar tV channels they get at home.  
the tV line up for movio service will be 
announced shortly.
the electronic Programme guide 
is intuitive and provides full 7 day 
programme scheduling for both tV 
and radio. users can set reminders so 
they never need miss a programme. 
this will be the first time this is offered 
on a mobile device. 
 
the interactivity ’red button’ services 
offer a new dimension for truly one to 
one communication with the consumer, 
with real opportunities for innovative 
marketing. Radio and tV channels will 
be able to develop unique relation-
ships with their audiences through this 
interactive capability.

Stacey King 
BT Movio
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The Evolution of daB/dmB
daB has already achieved a highly 
respected reputation as a state-
of-the-art multimedia broadcasting 
system  - with the first experiments 
and trials dating back over ten years 
to the mid 90s. Specifications for video 
broadcasting to mobile terminals were 
developed for daB, initially within  
the european eureka 147 Project. 
these were based on mPeg-1 and 
mPeg-2 standards, but nowadays, 
with the employment of mPeg-4  
standards, mobile tV via daB has 
achieved its break-through with 
commercial launches in Korea and 
germany, and is known more widely as 
dmB. as a second mobile tV variant, 
dmB-iP (which uses core daB stan-
dards) has also made its way to the 
market place in the uK.

For both applications the highly  
efficient source coding algorithms 

require extended error control 
schemes. hence a second layer of 
error protection was introduced for 
both daB transport modes - Stream 
and Packet data. the well-known key 
words here are “enhanced Stream 
mode” and “enhanced Packet mode”.

With this, the door is open towards a 
much richer multimedia environment 
that can be realised via daB. as a 
logical consequence, it was recently 
decided that applications defined by 
the open mobile alliance (oma) shall 

be enabled for daB transport as well 
allowing interoperability between 
mobile and daB/dmB platforms, as 
well as dVB.  

changes in the digital worlds result in 
challenges that the daB family of stan-
dards need to respond to. one is to 
pave the way towards the adoption 
of a state-of-the-art audio codec in 
addition to the well-introduced mPeg 
layer ii codec. the other is to build a 
smarter and more efficient basis for the  
transport of iP-based content. Both 
these are being addressed by the  
technical committee which will ensure 
daB remains the most flexible and 
market-ready standard for digital audio, 
video and multimedia broadcasting. 

Frank Herrmann
Panasonic R&D Center

Chairman of the WorldDAB  

WorlddaB is currently undergoing a consultation process regarding changing its name to the WorlddmB Forum.  
the final decision will be made after a voting process involving all members. WorlddaB would like to emphasise that 

the name change, if passed, will have no impact on the logos used on daB or dmB receivers. daB technology,  
which is based on the eureka 147 standard, remains the same.



The GE06 Plan – New opportunities 
and challenges for WorlddaB

the Regional Radio conference 2006 
(RRc-06) - the international regional 
planning conference for the VhF and 
uhF broadcasting bands in europe, 
africa, middle east and the islamic 
Republic of iran - held its final session 
in geneva from may to June 2006. the 
result of the conference was a plan for 
reconfiguration of the spectrum in Band 
iii (VhF) and in Bands iV and V (uhF) 
that will allow the implementation of 
more t-daB and dVB-t services than 
would have been possible with the 
Stockholm 1961 (St61) plan.

the treaty agreement – hereafter 
termed the geneva 2006 (ge06) plan 

- was signed on June 16th 2006.  “the 
digital plan provides not only new 
possibilities for structured develop-
ment of digital terrestrial broadcasting, 
but also sufficient flexibilities for adap-
tation to the changing telecommunica-
tion environment,” stated the Secre-
tary-general of the itu in a press 
release.
of the total number of the require-
ments set forward by the participating 
countries, the ge06 plan satisfies 
95% for t-daB and 93% for dVB-t in 
Band iii and 98% for dVB-t in Bands 
iV and V. For european countries the 
result is 100% in all bands except for 
Spain, having a difficult situation close 
to african countries on the other side 
of the mediterranean. the increased 
spectrum is partially available now and 
after a transition period it will become 
fully available in 2015 (for a few coun-
tries not until 2020). “this is a remark-
able result comparing with the situa-
tion just before the conference started” 
noted mr. Percy Petterson, a long-term 
member of the Regulatory and Spec-
trum committee, upon his return after 
5 weeks in geneva. 

From a general point of view and in 
particular from a WorlddaB point 
of view the conference has been a 
success. the ge06 plan for t-daB will 
provide opportunities and ease a future 
implementation not only in europe but 
also in africa and the middle east, 
especially after 2015.

the next challenge for WorlddaB 
is the development of a strategy for 
this implementation.  this is impor-
tant since many parties will compete 
for the possibility to get access to the 
plan. “you have to use the allocated 
frequencies or you will loose them”.

the Regulatory and Spectrum 
committee has an important role to 
play in the establishment of such a 
strategy and is ready to take up the 
challenge.

Finn Søndergaard Pedersen
Broadcast Service Danmark

Chairman of the WorldDAB Regula-
tory and Spectrum Committee
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in France, broadcast licences are free. 
however, there is a powerful regu-
latory body or radio authority, the 
conseil Superieur de l’audiovisuel 
(cSa), which is in charge of the calls 
for tender. these calls are similar to 
a  “beauty contest” as the cSa use 
cultural and financial criteria to make 
its choice.
in January 1997, tdF (télédiffusion 
de France) established the first daB 
transmitters in Paris. 
daB networks have also been launched 
in the cities of lyon, marseille, nantes 
and toulouse. in lyon, the French  
operator Vdl operates a multiplex with 
7 programmes. Vdl has also started 
another daB transmitter in Paris,  
with 8 programmes.  all these daB 

block licences were granted by the 
cSa as a result of a provisional act, 

“loi Fillion”. a legal framework for 
digital radio was voted in July 2004. 
this allows the cSa to launch calls for 
tender, with ten-year licences renew-
able twice for five years. it will concern 
local, regional and national multiplex.

the cSa launched a consultation in 
2005 to which it received 50 responses 
from the French media industry. all 
were positive on the need for France 
to embrace a digital radio future.

With such a perspective, during the 
‘06 cePt meetings, the French author-
ities asked for (and obtained) enough 

Band-iii spectrum to fulfil its will to 
build the full regional and national daB 
networks that the country needs.

there will then be a call for tender 
and many broadcasters expect this 
to take place before the end of 2006.  
meanwhile, advanced experiments are 
promoted by the cSa, aimed at new 
encoding technologies and multimedia 
capabilities: a daB/dmB multiplex run 
by Vdl with video and audio services 
has been on air in Paris since october 
2005. 

Yannike Andre-Masse
VDL

A Positive Future for DAB in France



Sweden: First report on digital radio 
from Radio and tV-authority
daB in Sweden was put on “pause-
mode” in december 2005 when the 
minister of culture rejected the proposal 
from a Parliamentary commission, 
backed by the united radio industry,  
to continue the daB-roll out in the 
country. the minister wanted a broader 
evaluation of different existing and 
emerging techniques for digital radio 
before a final decision could be made 
to shut down Fm and commit the radio 
to a specific replacement technique.

the Swedish Radio and tV authority 
were given the assignment to evaluate 
techniques for digital radio in Sweden. 
the authority will do its evaluation 
during three years, in close dialogue 
with the radio industry and others,  

with a yearly report in June each year 
2006, 2007 and 2008.

the first report came out on June 30th 
and is a thorough impartial descrip-
tion of different techniques to deliver  
digital radio, including daB/dmB, 
dRm, dVB-h, Broadband and iBoc/
hd Radio. though mainly descrip-
tive, the report gives a fairly favourable 
picture of daB/dmB in comparison  
to other existing or emerging  
techniques when it comes to the 
advantages for radio distribution.
    
the next phase in the evaluation  
will start in october and will be  
a more in depth evaluation of the 
different techniques.

the public service broadcaster, 
Swedish Radio, is broadcasting 6 
daB services on 1 multiplex. the daB 
network is at present covering 35 
per cent of the population in 4 cities, 
including Stockholm and gothenburg.

the network was originally built to 
cover 85 per cent of the population.

Anders Held
Swedish Radio

Switzerland Plans Further 
extension of daB coverage
last spring, SRg SSR idée suisse, 
the Swiss public broadcaster, installed 
four new transmitters in the canton of 
ticino and fifteen ten in north-eastern 
Switzerland. now it is extending daB 
coverage yet again. 

if everything goes according to 
schedule, daB digital radio will be 
received in most areas of german-

speaking Switzerland by the end of 
September 2006. ten new transmit-
ters will broadcast eleven different 
stations, five of which are not available 
on Fm: Virus (a youth programme), 
Radio Rumantsch (a minority station) 
and the ad-free, music-only Radio 
Swiss classic, Radio Swiss Jazz and 
Radio Swiss Pop. 

however, SRg’s plans 
involve more than just 
the extension of daB 
coverage. in a few 
months, indoor recep-
tion will be available in 
areas that until now 
only offered in-car  
daB reception. this 
includes Zurich, Basle, 
Berne and geneva, 
where new transmit-
ters and modifications  
to existing ones will 
significantly improve 

daB reception in buildings and public 
transportation.

in october 2006, SRg will issue a 
brochure in german and italian on 
daB and the benefits it offers the 
german and italian-speaking parts of 
Switzerland. the brochure forms part 
of a major daB campaign that will also 
feature ads on SRg radio stations and 
in movie theatres. the campaign will 
last from october through december 
2006 and should boost sales during 
the christmas season. 

Larissa Anna Erismann
Swiss Satellite Radio / SRG SSR  

idée suisse
Chairman of the WorldDAB  

Marketing Committee
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the number of t-dmB users topped 
the 1.4 million mark last month, eight 
months after the debut of t-dmB last 
december.  the Special committee 
for Korean terrestrial dmB said the t-
dmB enabled cellular phones had sold 
roughly 520,000 units and sales of 
other gadgets such as in-car devices 
or dedicated terminals amounted to 
about 860,000 units as of July 31.  
“We think the brisk sales of t-dmB 
gadgets are attributable to the World 
cup and the introduction of new t-
dmB-able handsets and the expan-
sion of t-dmB coverage” said Kim 
hyuk, an official at the private institute.  
according to the three mobile service 
operators, sales of the t-dmB phone 
have rocketed to 128,000 units in 
June. in may, the three firms recorded 
sales of 85,000 units of the tV-on-
the-go handsets.  the daily sales of t-
dmB gadgets reached almost 10,000 
units during the World cup period and 
they also predicted that the number of 
users would be doubled to 2 million by 
the end of this year.

Various forms of t-dmB-able handsets 
have helped the sales to grow and been 
put under the spotlight in the mobile 
market.  digital cube, the largest PmP  

 
 
maker in Korea, released its first t-
dmB model last month and other 
makers such as cowon and Viliv are 
also introducing t-dmB equipped 
products this month.  lg electronics 
launched an mP3 player that shows 
t-dmB on its tiny 2.4-inch screen in 
may.  as well as convergence gadgets, 
there are t-dmB-only receivers in the 
market.  Reigncom, the manufacturer 
of iRiver music player, has been selling 
a pocket tV since July 2006 at below 
130,000 won.

the expansion of t-dmB coverage 
was also one of the main factors for a 
t-dmB boom.  now, t-dmB services 
are available throughout the hitherto 
shadow areas such as many subways 
and will expand coverage of the go-
anywhere tV from Seoul and the 
surrounding region to the whole county.  
the Korean Broadcasting commission 
(KBc) plans to designate new t-dmB 
firms, which will provide t-dmB service 
coverage throughout the nation except 
non Seoul areas.   

in addition, KBS and SBS, two of the 
three major broadcasters in Korea,  

 
 

are planning to expand t-dmB service 
to next-generation mobile tV services.  
during the Korea international Broad-
casting, audio & lightning equipment 
Show (KoBa 2006), KBS demon-
strated its on-screen data transmis-
sion service using t-dmB handsets, 
called BWS (Broadcast Website 
Service), on which users can get  
the news and other information by 
clicking on the screen while watching 
dmB programs, just like surfing the 
Web on the internet.

SBS also showed off a more advanced 
version of the t-dmB service, using 
the Binary Format for Scenes (BiFS) 
technology.  the BiFS technology 
supports transmission of video and 
other digital data simultaneously, 
enabling, for example, a user to check 
on the scoreboard and player profiles 
while watching a baseball game on a 
t-dmB terminal.  Both KBS and SBS 
have been preparing for the commer-
cialization of the BiFS service and 
tPeg with the launch slated for after 
this summer.

Ministry of Information and  
Communication, Korea

Korea Report 

2008 Olympic Games viewable  
on cellular phones, mP4s
BeiJing, aug, 29 – in addition to 
tV, people in Beijing will also be able 
to watch the 2008 olympic games 
in the city on cellular phones, digital 
cameras, Pdas, mP4s and other sorts 
of receiving terminals.
Beijing Radio Stations and its affili-
ated company, Beijing Jolon media 
Broadcasting co.,ltd, which is the real 
operator of this project, announced 
monday it will officially launch digital 
multi-media broadcasting services on 
Sept.6., which will broadcast high defi-
nition digital audio and video programs 
receivable on mobile equipment.
the station has been offering digital 
audio broadcasting service from april 
on a trial basis.

“From the beginning of 2007, the 
station will also begin to transmit infor-
mation about government affairs, daily 
life, the city and real-time traffic situ-
ation and weather conditions in the 
service,” said Wang liang, head of the 
station, at a press conference.
lenovo, china’s leading it product 
manufacturer, announced it has devel-
oped a cellular phone, et980, that 
is capable of receiving these digital  
 
programs, said lenovo executive  
liu Zhijun.
he said et980, priced at around 
5,000yuan (about 625 u.S. dollars) 
will enter the market in large quantities 
in mid-december. lenovo also plans 

to develop two or 
three popular types 
of Pda that support 
this service.
the receiving termi-
nals must be equipped 
with digital video broad-
casting chips to gain access to digital 
multi-media broadcasting service.
lots of chinese cellular phone users 
already began to watch tV programs 
through the mobile communication 
networks of china mobile and china 
unicom.

(Sourced from Xinhua News Agency) 

Asia/Pacific News
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Chinese Government Approves  
daB industrial Standards
the World cup in germany has stirred 
the imagination of china, with the 
expectations of large amounts of reve-
nues to be generated over the coming 
years by mobile tV subscriptions and 
premium content.

t-dmB has gained a head start in 
china, and recent announcements 
have stated that it is now SaRFt’s first 
choice among rival mobile broadcast 
standards despite intense competition 
of dVB-h and Qualcomm’s proprietary 
mediaFlo.  While the government has 
yet to set the chinese mobile broad-
cast standard, it has allowed in 2005 
three operators in Beijing, Shanghai, 
and guangdong to launch t-dmB 
trial services as they have already the  
t-dmB spectrum in hand.

to date, there are currently three on-
going daB/dmB trials in china.  in 
guangdong, guangdong mobile  
television media co. ltd is taking the 
lead in the trials, and launched on may 
17, 2006 with Samsung gSm handsets 
(Sgh-P908).  the handsets have been 
distributed to over 100 mobile handset 
sales outlets to promote the concept 
of mobile broadcast to the public.  
although currently free, the service will 
charge a flat fee monthly of RmB 30 
(uSd 3.75) in the future, and will offer 4 

encrypted video channels and 2 audio 
channel, covering news, sport, music, 
and popular tV services.  

the 2nd trial licence was awarded to 
Smeg, Shanghai media entertain-
ment group. oriental Pearl group 
(oPg), one of their nine subsidiaries, 
is responsible for the daB/dmB 
operation in Shanghai. due to the 
mass market interest for mobile tV 
and after comprehensive research of 
different technologies, oPg decided 
the daB family of standards is the best 
solution for its new mobile tV ambi-
tion. the service will charge around  
RmB20-30, (uSd2.5-3.75) for the 
subscription.  the service will initially 
offer 4 encrypted video channels, 4 
audio channels and a data service.

in Beijing, Beijing’s Jolon digital  
media Broadcasting (Jolon) has 
launched t-dmB trial services  this 
service has the possibility of reaching 
the 12 million inhabitants that live in 
the area.  they intend to finance the 
services through advertising, as well 
as through handset sales and a flat 
monthly fee of RmB 5 (uSd 0.675) from 
1 encrypted data service.  the trial is 
in Band iii and currently broadcasts 2 
daB services and 1 dmB service. 

other areas in china are also seeing 
increasing numbers of interested  
t-dmB service operators who have 
been investigating the possibility of 
holding trials in the near future.  they 
have applied for t-dmB trial licenses. 
local broadcasters/operators in 
chengdu, nanchang, and Kunming 
are taking the lead, and have secured 
end-to-end t-dmB equipment for lab 
trials over the summer.

SaRFt’s regulatory aspect is especially 
contentious in china. the industry 
became once again confused, when 
local media mistakenly announced on 
may 18, 2006 the release of chinese 
t-dmB standards, instead of chinese 
daB standards.  this is good news 
for daB techonology though, as it is  
identical to the eureka 147 standard.  
this is definitely a step in the right 
direction and also boasts well for the 
future of multimedia applications based 
on dmB technology in china. 

Murphy Wu
Asia Pacific officer for 

WorldDAB Forum 

Australia looks to cars to  
drive digital uptake
the australian government has 
announced that daB digital radio 
services are to be established in 
the six state capital cities (adelaide, 
Brisbane, hobart, melbourne, Perth 
and Sydney) by the start of 2009. all 
national public, commercial and wide-
area community broadcasters in those 
cities will be able to broadcast their 
existing analogue services in digital or 
broadcast new services if they wish. 

digital Radio australia, a consortium of 
commercial and public broadcasters, 
has begun discussions with the local 
automotive industry, including gm, 
toyota and Ford, to ensure digital 
radios are available in new cars from 
2009/10. intelligent transport Systems 
australia, a non-profit organisation 
focusing on the improvement of trans-
port safety and efficiency through tech-
nology and whose members include all 

major vehicle makers, has also hosted 
briefings on digital radio for car and 
receiver manufacturers and govern-
ment officials. 

the australian radio industry is hoping 
the next generation of cars will drive the 
uptake of digital radio. With the austra-
lian government announcing a 2009 
start date for digital radio, commer-
cial radio broadcasters have begun 
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talks with the car industry to ensure a 
smooth rollout of the new technology.  
digital radio delivers a number of 
features that will appeal to car owners, 
including enhanced, interference-free 
sound and automatic tuning, a partic-
ular advantage on driving holidays.

“there is also potential for digital radio 
to provide more frequent traffic reports, 
maps and other driver information to 
assist in traffic management,” said 
Joan Warner, chief executive officer 
of commercial Radio australia, the 
national body representing commercial 
radio stations.

the commercial radio industry will 
invest an estimated $400 million in 
launching digital radio in australia 
over the next few years to enable it 
to compete more effectively against 
new and emerging technologies.  the 
Federal government has given the 
industry a launch date of 1 January 
2009 for metropolitan capital cities, 
with a rollout in major regional areas 
expected to follow soon after.  

digital radio is already available as a 
factory option or standard fit in a range 
of vehicles in europe.  audi is extending 
the electronics platform currently in 
the a6, which includes digital radio, 
to the a4 and a5 models starting in 
2008. mercedes-Benz passenger cars 
is well advanced in its plans, with the 
first model range to include digital 
radio audio head units to be released 
in europe in the first half of 2007.  
increases in car ownership 

and longer travel times over the past 
decade have made in-car an increas-
ingly important place of radio listening.  
in 2005, 26 percent of all commer-
cial radio listening in australia during 
an average week took place in-car, 
up from 20 percent in 1996.  Radio 
reaches 95 percent of australians.

Kath Brown
Commercial Radio Australia
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Latest in the receiver market 

Perstel DMR231
Perstel has launched a new hand-held type t-dmB receiver 
in a selection of colours to suit your choice (white, black, red, 
pink and blue).  this receiver has a 3.2” tFt lcd and also 
has an mP3 player (Sd card required). Some of its features 
include: service auto search, time shift (rewind) and service 
recording /playback (Sd card required).

JVC in-car DAB receiver KD-DB711
the built-in daB tuner lets you enjoy digital quality sound and 
extensive information from daB Radio without an external 
tuner. the unit’s 24-bit resolution 1-bit dac and 50W x 4 
power together ensure superior sound. the unit also features 
mP3/Wma playback and multi-colour display.

Intempo Digital PP-01
the latest offering from intempo digital is the PP-01, an ultra-slim Radio with 2 X 2W Flat Panel nXt Stereo Speakers. this daB and 
Fm (RdS) digital radio (daB band iii) is truly portable with integrated Rechargeable battery pack giving 20 hours from full charge  
(daB) - ideal for bathrooms or portable use.  the PP-01 has stylish stereo speakers to output your iPod or mp3 player.  this product comes 
with a range of designer speaker covers that can be personalized with your own photos. additional features include 12 station presets  
(6 daB / 6 Fm).

Blaupunkt launches first 
DMB car radio world-
wide (Nashville DMB 35) 

in connection with the european 
dmB project known as “mi Friends”,  
Blaupunkt has developed the world’s 
first dmB car radio: the nashville 
dmB 35 receiver. now it is possible to 
receive a number of different television  
programs even while you’re on the 
road. the unit is based on the digital 
nashville daB 35 car radio. But it has 
been additionally equipped with a dmB  
decoder and a tV output. the televi-
sion pictures are reproduced on sepa-
rate colour monitors.

courtesy of Blaupunkt
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Upcoming events

13-16 Oct Hong Kong    
 Show Electronic

17-21 Oct  Korea Electronics Show,  
 Seoul
25-27 Oct  International DAB/DMB  
 Conferenceand 
 Exhibition, Beijing   
 Members 20% discount

26-27 Oct   China TV / Video Forum,  
 Shanghai   

30-31 Oct   WorldDAB General   
 Assembly, Seoul  
 Members Free 

03-04 Nov   3rd International Forum  
 on Digital TV an Wireless  
 Multi media  
 Communication,  
 Shanghai

02-09 Nov   ABU General Assembly,  
 Beijing 

11-14 Nov   NAB, Rome

15 Nov   European Radio  
 Symposium, Rome  

15-18 Nov   IBEX 2006,  
 Bali  Member Discount  

22-23 Nov   International Mobile TV,  
 Beijing  
 Members 20% discount

Upcoming daB/dmB trials

India: 

t-dmB technologies will be launched in india where the market potential is 
said to be huge and tata group and india’s largest gSm mobile-phone service 
operator Bharati-airtel will expedite the t-dmB commercial services. currently 
there is a daB/dmB trial in mumbai.

New Zealand: 

Bcl has been transmitting new 
Zealand’s first daB service since 
early august. engineering work 
is currently being undertaken to 
gather real world results from the 
field, which will be used to design 
and plan for a national network. 
a launch party involving the radio 
industry and other aligned busi-
nesses is planned for late october 
and representatives from WorlddaB 
will be in attendance.

Indonesia:  

indonesia is another country in Southeast asia showing interest in daB/dmB. 
currently there is a daB/dmB trial going in Jakarta. indonesia is planning the 
migration from analogue to digital technology starting 2007.

New WorldDAB members
SM CNS Corporation      
Sm cnS is a leading t-dmB test solution developer as well as the solution integrator for t-dmB/daB based in Korea. 
Sm cnS’ reference list covers most of t-dmB broadcasters, receiver manufacturers and government’s R&d institutes 
in Korea. Sm cnS major products are t-dmB/daB on-air analyzer, stream generator along with comprehensive and 
market-proven applications programs. Sm cnS is now rapidly increasing overseas business with focus on asia Pacific 
region with end-to-end solutions for both receiver makers and broadcasters. it is strategic partnered with Vdl France 
and Somerdata uK as well as several major system integrators of Korea.

onTimetek (OTT)
is a leading company of dmB solutions which developed the world’s first dmB hardware encoder and provided its 
encoder in the commercial services. ontiemtek also offers dmB consulting with monitoring and video interactive data 
service solutions.  

Sunplus 

manages ic designing & system application technology using a “custom design,” which provides top products and 
services to meet customers’ needs. Sunplus uses “core technology” such as multi-media audio/video, single-chip 
controller, digital signal processor technologies to develop hundreds of products.




